
A perfect family
Teatro Sociale
11.15 a.m.
Written and directed by Daniel Gol
New Production

Each of us in the family needs its own space, a time of 
listening and attention. We need it to feel important, to know 
that whatever happens, someone thinks of us. When we don’t 
fi nd it, we chase it with actions that are sometimes diffi cult 
to interpret, or signals that are all too clear. Thus, those who 
are close to us must stop their hectic daily life for a moment 
and show us that they understand our feelings and are able to 
welcome them.
A light and symbolic dance, which tells the diffi cult and fasci-
nating art of living the family.

Heart and courage 
stories
San Bartolomeo Theater
10.00 a.m. and 11.30 a.m.
With Silvia Bisio, Daniela Tusa
Age +10

Nostalgia, gratitude, memories. Through the emotional paths of 
the proposed stories, very deep ties emerge, made of precious 
moments, a sense of belonging, and an instinctive closeness. 
With a simple and synthetic language through metaphors and 
symbols, the protagonists accompany us in an inner world. 
Stories of courage stimulate the child to an active and creative 
listening, which dissects the meaning of the used symbols.
The work can provide, during the debate but also at a later stage, 
food for thought and growth.

Tuesday, April 21th

Monday, April 20th The black sheep
San Rocco Theater
21.00 p.m.
With Andrea Tibaldi 
and Jacopo Fracasso
Written and directed by Daniel Gol
Age +3

There is a black sheep. Is he angry? He seems lonely.
He seems naughty. Maybe he is naughty because the others 
leave him out. In his solitude, he hides a secret A fl ock of white 
sheep and its uniformity are represented visually through 
simple and numerous toys; the set is characterized by a 
geometrical order. There appears a black sheep. He acts in his 
unique way, he lives in his own world, he plays with unusual 
friends; he moves on the grass like the others, but his attitude 
is quite different…As he encounters the others, his struggle for 
acceptance begins. In his diversity and solitude, we discover a 
rich emotional world, which affects the whole fl ock, and turns 
uniformity into colorful coexistence.

The rematch
San Rocco Theater
14.30 p.m.
With Patrice Bussy e David Meden
Written and directed by Daniel Gol
Age +6

Two men in their courteous and formal daily life take the fi eld. 
Here emerges the desire to win and prevail. The need to feel up 
to it leads them to train, to demonstrate, sometimes to challenge 
the opponent or make fun of him to feel stronger. 
A playful dance that oscillates between aggressiveness and 
the natural drive to share, found in short silent parenthesis 
stolen from the confl ict. The diffi culty is competing and winning 
without hurting the other, without overpowering and offending 
him. Because winning and hurting can look alike.

The crocodile chant
Teatro Sociale
14.45 p.m.
With Jacopo Fracasso and Giuseppe Palasciano
Written and directed by Daniel Gol
Age +6

Each one of us possesses his or her own Crocodile. He is born in 
deep places of our inner worlds. We can fear him, hide him, step 
on it. Yet, he remains a part of ourselves.
We might as well take courage and give him space, love him 
and protect him. Only at this moment, the Crocodile chant 
can be heard, and we can become richer in accepting our 
whole inner universe. A show dedicated to children and adults, 
based on movements, 
objects and music, to 
communicate that our 
cultural diversities, limits 
and peculiarities are not 
enemies to fi ght. They are 
actually new aspects to be 
welcomed, known, loved.

The rematch
Teatro Sociale
9.00 p.m.
With Patrice Bussy e David Meden
Written and directed by Daniel Gol
Age +6

Two men in their courteous and formal daily life take the fi eld. 
Here emerges the desire to win and prevail. The need to feel up 
to it leads them to train, to demonstrate, sometimes to challenge 
the opponent or make fun of him to feel stronger. 
A playful dance that oscillates between aggressiveness and 
the natural drive to share, found in short silent parenthesis 
stolen from the confl ict. The diffi culty is competing and winning 
without hurting the other, without overpowering and offending 
him. Because winning and hurting can look alike.

w 

Kish Kush
San Rocco Theater
18.00 p.m.
With Jacopo Fracasso 
and Giuseppe Palasciano
Written and directed by da Daniel Gol
Age +3

KISH KUSH is a small window, facing the universal themes 
of cultural and linguistic differences, through the game of 
Theatre. 
KISH KUSH is an imaginary, neutral space, containing two 
split characters: they speak different languages, and have 
different aspects.The set is initially divided in two simmetrical 
triangles by a paper wall. The audience as well is divided in 
two parts. One part witnesses only one actor’s actions and 
point of view. Through sounds, shadows and few simbolic 
objects, the two characters confront each other, tearing apart 
the delicate paper wall.

percorsi creativi / creative journeys / parcours créatifs

In collaborazione con

Upside-down Love
Teatro Sociale
21.15 p.m.
With Silvia Bisio, Laura Gualtieri, 
Emiliana Illiani, Laura Marchegiani, 
Daniela Tusa
Written and directed by Daniel Gol

Four daughters, four different languages, a mother who 
communicates her death on a clean, almost mocking leave. 
Along a large white table, a meeting place for the family, the 
farewell unfolds in ironic, raw, apparently devoid of sentiment 
actions, where a mathematical chorality declines the nuances 
of detachment. Yet the essence of those who take their leave 
remains in the air, in the indelible games, in the way of feeling 
and in the echo that resounds through the breath of those who 
remain. The before and after, the possible and the impossible, 
to do well and to hurt are not so far apart; out of time and 
idealization, the deepest love is always turned upside down.

Apple seeds
Public Library Center
10.00 a.m.
With Benedetta Brambilla and Marta Mungo
Written and directed by Aurelia Pini
Age 2-6 years

An exciting journey into the secret world of “under the earth”, 
where small and large animals have their home, where, in its lair, 
the DeTopis family awaits the arrival of spring and also a small 
apple seed awaits, black as the eye of a mouse.
A game to tell young people who are part of a great world: to 
take care of, to respect and to love.

Wednesday, April 22th

The black sheep
San Rocco Theater
11.15 a.m.
With Andrea Tibaldi and Jacopo Fracasso
Written and directed by Daniel Gol
Age +3

There is a black sheep. Is he angry? He seems lonely.
He seems naughty. Maybe he is naughty because the others leave 
him out. In his solitude, he hides a secret A fl ock of white sheep and 
its uniformity are represented visually through simple and numerous 
toys; the set is characterized by a geometrical order. There appears 
a black sheep. He acts in his unique way, he lives in his own world, 
he plays with unusual friends; he moves on the grass like the others, 
but his attitude is quite different…As he encounters the others, his 
struggle for acceptance begins. In his diversity and solitude, we 
discover a rich emotional world, which affects the whole fl ock, and 
turns uniformity into colorful coexistence.

The Festival will take place in Valenza, a cozy Piedmont city an hour from Milan.
Teatrodistinto covers fl ight expenses,  provides transfer from and to Milan airport, 
accomodation for the two nights and meals.

For furher infos and reservations:
teatrodistinto@gmail.com - www.teatrodistinto.it
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